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ABSTRACT
Objectives: To assess the cardiac status, specifically, left ventricle among end stage renal disease (ESRD)
Yemeni patients and to explore factors associated with left ventricular abnormalities.
Methods: A cross-sectional study was conducted among 105 patients in two haemodialysis centers in Aden,
Yemen. The study was carried out during a period from November 2013 and early March 2014. Data collected
included socio-demographic variables, clinical and biochemically assessments. Data analysis included
descriptive statistics and multivariable logistic regression modelling.
Results: Patients’ mean±SD age was 47.08±12.96 years. Of the 105 patients, 97.14% had different left
ventricular abnormal echo-findings. Forty percent had left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH) and 38.1% left
ventricular dilatation (LVD). In multivariable modelling, controlling for age and gender, concentric LVH was
only significantly associated with systolic hypertension (systolic blood pressure ≥140mmhg, OR=4.60, 95%
CI=1.89-11.21, p<0.001) and LVD was only significantly associated with anaemia (Haemoglobin <9, OR=2.43,
95% CI= 1.07-5.54, p<0.034).
Conclusion: Both left ventricle hypertrophy and dilation were significant and associated with systolic
hypertension and anaemia.
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INTRODUCTION
Cardiovascular disease is highly prevalent among end stage renal disease (ESRD) patients. It
accounting for about 42% of all fatalities among haemodialysis patients. Pre-existing
cardiovascular diseases are present in more than 50% of patients starting haemodialysis
program (2). Patients with chronic renal failure become exposed to hemodynamic stress that
cause vascular and ventricular alteration which increase ventricular mass and later associated
with cardiovascular morbidity and mortality (3).
Patients with ESRD become exposed to traditional as well as uremic, nonatherosclerotic risk factors, including LVH and fibrosis for left ventricular dysfunction. In
uremic patient left ventricular abnormalities results from both LV pressure over load and LV
volume overload, leading to myocyte death and increasing myocardial fibrosis, decreasing
coronary perfusion which may become manifested as left ventricular diastolic dysfunction or
may progress to left ventricular systolic dysfunction (3–5). Left ventricular pressure overload
factors can result from systemic arterial resistance, elevated arteria systolic and diastolic
blood pressure and large vessels compliance (6) leading to increase in left ventricular mass,
relative wall thickness and decrease in left ventricular volume. Left ventricular dilatation and
eccentric hypertrophy is caused by volume, preload factors including salt and fluid loading,
anaemia, and large flow arterio-venous fistula (3).
Left ventricular hypertrophy is a histological diagnosis, but biopsy is not always
applicable and other investigations are used for diagnosis. This may include invasive
measurement as well as other expensive one with limited availability like magnetic resonance
imaging, the “gold standard” technique, and cine cardiac computed tomography (7). For
research purpose, an echocardiography is usually used. Echocardiography is a simple, noninvasive, and accurate test which is extremely useful in assessment of left ventricular function
in dialysis patient. Baseline, at start of dialysis program and serial echocardiography is needed
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for chronic renal failure patients on maintenance haemodialysis (8). M-mode and two
dimensional echocardiography allow assessment of ventricular mass and volume for diagnosis
of hypertrophy, its geometrical pattern and systolic function.
Conventionally, thrice weekly haemodialysis session program is usually offered for
ESRD patients, but in some developing countries, including Yemen, due to some limitation of
the available haemodialysis machines, patient received only twice weekly 3–4 hourly each of
haemodialysis session program (9). Assessment of left ventricular function amongst ESRD in
Aden, Yemen is lacking and this could lead to that health need of these patients being
neglected.
The present study aims were as follows: 1) to describe the characteristic of patients
with ESRD on maintenance haemodialysis in two centres in Aden, Yemen and 2) to assess the
cardiac status, specifically, left ventricle in these patients and to explore factors associated
with left ventricular abnormalities. In the light of absence of past studies assessing the cardiac
status of Yemeni patients attending ESRD in Aden, Yemen an open-ended approach was
adopted with respect to any prior hypotheses testing.

METHODS
Study design, participants’ recruitment and setting
A cross sectional study was performed on 105 patients with end stage renal disease (ESRD)
on maintenance haemodialysis in two haemodialysis centers in Aden, Yemen. The study was
carried out during a period from November 2013 and early March 2014.
Patients’ inclusion and exclusion criteria
All adult Yemeni (18 years and older) patients received twice weekly 4 hours each of
haemodialysis sessions with duration of haemodialysis of more than 3 months were included.
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Patients who did not meet the aforementioned inclusion criteria and refused echo-study were
excluded from this study.
Variables
These included items about socio-demographic characteristics of patients (age, sex, marital
state, occupation), in addition, duration of haemodialysis, health condition (s) and access to
haemodialysis (e.g. A-V fistula). Clinical data were obtained from patients file or directly
from patients. Measurement of weight and height and calculation of body surface area (BSA)
were assessed. Blood pressure measurements were carried out by a trained nurse prior to
haemodialysis. A mercury sphygmomanometer was used in the contra-lateral arm in patient
with A-V fistula.
An average value of a three consecutive reading during three haemodialysis session
was taken. Systolic and diastolic hypertension was defined as values of >140 or > 90 mmHg
respectively or arterial hypertension if both values are elevated. Mean arterial pressure
(MAP), normal value range from 70-110, was calculated from the equation: MAP=
[SBP+2(DBP)]/3, were SBP is systolic blood pressure and SBP is diastolic blood pressure.
Updated pre-dialysis para-clinical results of investigations including blood examination for
haemoglobin, urea, creatinine, HBsAg and anti HCV were collected from patients’ clinical
records.
As for echocardiography, all patients were scheduled for 2 dimensional trans-thoracic
and colour Doppler echo-study between November 2013 and March 2014. Echo-study was
performed within 24 hours of the patient’s last haemodialysis session. Two dimensional
echocardiography was performed using commercially available ultrasound contron
instrument, Sigma iris 440, in left lateral position using 3.5 MHZ transducer by a consultant
experienced in echocardiography. M-mode echo evaluation followed the recommendations of
the American Society of Echocardiography recommendation on M- mode evaluation (10),
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included: 1) measurement of left ventricular internal dimension in end systole (LVIDs) and
end diastole (LVIDd); 2) inter-ventricular septum (IVSd) and posterior wall thickness in
diastole (LVPWd) and finally 3) measurement of left ventricular ejection fraction (EF) and
fraction shortening (FS).
Left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH) was defined as left ventricular mass index of >131
gram/m2 in male and >100 gram/m2 in female (10) and was calculated using the formula:
0.00083 × [(LVEDD+IVSd+PWd)3-(LVEDD)3 +0.6] and indexed to body surface area (11)
were LVEDD (left ventricular end dimension in diastole), IVSd (interventricular septum
thickness in diastole) and PWd, posterior wall thickness in diastole and measurements in
millimetres.
Further evaluation of LVH into concentric or eccentric one was done by assessing LV
relative wall thickness (RWT). RWT was calculated from the formula: 2× posterior wall
thickness in diastole/LV internal dimension in diastole. Normal RWT is <0.45. Concentric or
eccentric hypertrophy of LV is defined if RWT was >0.45 or <0.45 respectively (12) in the
presence of LVH.
Left ventricular volume (LVV) was calculated as 0.001047 (LV end diastolic diameter
mm)3 (13) and indexed to BSA. Left ventricular dilatation was considered as left ventricular
volume index of more than 90 ml/m2 with or without left ventricular hypertrophy and with
normal systolic function.
Left ventricular systolic dysfunction was defined as FS <25. A Trans-mitral flow
velocity ,which reflect trans-mitral pressure gradient, was used as one of echo-Doppler
modalities for assessing left ventricular diastolic function (14). Doppler inflow velocity across
mitral valve includes E and A wavs and E/A ratio (where E is mitral early diastolic velocity,
and atrial mitral flow velocity). Accordingly left ventricular diastolic dysfunction was divided
into mild, moderate (pseudo-normalization of LV filling pattern with normal mitral flow
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despite presence of diastolic function, and E/A ratio becomes reversed by the use of Valsalva
manoeuvre) and severe form. Colour Doppler echo-study was undertaken for assessment of
valvular blood flow. Coronary artery disease was defined as angina and documented
myocardial infarction by electrocardiography and/or previous history of coronary angioplasty
or coronary artery bypass grafting surgery.
Two D echocardiography was used to evaluate valve structure including valve
calcification. Heart valve calcification was defined as the presence or absence of aortic and
mitral valve bright echo-calcification and determined visually and qualitatively.

Ethical approval
An ethical approval was obtained from medical ethics committee in faculty of Medicine and
Health Science Aden University. Patients were debriefed about the aims of the study and
consent was obtained from all patients participating in the study. Patients were informed that
their participation was voluntary, were not obliged to answer question(s) that did not wish to,
and their withdrawal from the study at any time will not affect their treatment. The
confidentiality of the information obtained was assured and each questionnaire was assigned a
code number.

Statistical analysis
Descriptive statistics was undertaken to report participants (patients) characteristics.
Parametric analysis was conducted for normally distributed continuous variables, if
Kolmogorov-Smirnova assumptions met, and presented as mean±standard deviation (M±SD).
None parametric analysis was presented for none normally distributed variables and presented
as median with range. Categorical variables were presented as numbers (N) with percentages.
Factors associated with LVH (concentric, eccentric), LVD and LV systolic dysfunction were
explored in bivariate analysis using both parametric and none parametric (Unpaired T tests,
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The Mann Whitney Tests and Chi squared). Factors associated with outcome of interest LVH
(concentric, eccentric), LVD and LV systolic dysfunction in bivariate analysis at p≤0.05 were
considered to enter into Logistic regression modelling to detect the potential predictors for the
outcomes of interest. Post hoc statistical sample power calculation [R2= .154 and 0.094 (for
LVH concentric and LVD, respectively), predictors =3, p ≤ 0.05] was conducted and found
the sample power was sufficient to run the logistic regression modelling (observed statistical
power = 0.96 and 0.79 for both LVH and LVD respectively). For all analyses, a two-sided p <
0.05 was considered statistically significant. The IBM SPSS for windows version 21.00 was
used for all the analyses.

RESULTS
Table 1 shows the socio-demographic characteristics and aspects of haemodialysis of eligible
105 out of 108 patients. The mean age of participants’ was 47.09 ±12.96 with 66% were
unemployed.
Table 1: Characteristics and aspects of haemodialysis amongst ESRD patients (n=105)
Out of 105 ESRD patients, 102 (97.14%) had different echo-abnormalities. Table (2) shows
the echocardiographic findings for the whole sample and different echo-abnormalities.
Table 2: Echocardiographic findings amongst ESRD patients and different echo-abnormalities
(n = 105)
Table 3 shows association of left ventricular (LV) echo-abnormalities with diabetes mellitus
(DM) and arterial hypertension (AHT) or both diseases (DM & AHT). Left ventricular
dilatation with left ventricular volume >90 ml/m2, with or without LV hypertrophy and with
normal left ventricular systolic function, presented in 40 (38.09%) of the study group. Anti
HCV positive cases were seen in 71 (67.62%) patients. And 15 (14.28%) were HBsAg
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positive. As for the clinical and biomedical characteristic of the ESRD patients, the systolic,
diastolic blood pressure and mean arterial blood pressure were 150.00 (range 80.00-200.00) ,
80.00 (range 60.00-120.00) and 106.27 ±11.57 respectively. The urea (mg/dl) was 107.00
(range 56.00-290.00), creatinine (mg/dl), 8.13 ±2.56, and haemoglobin (g/dl) 9.66 ±1.55.
In bivariate analysis age, gender, marital status, education, employment, valvular
lesion and CAD were not associated with LVH (concentric, eccentric), LVD and LV systolic
dysfunction at p < 0.05. Of the clinical and biochemical parameters, systolic hypertension was
found to be significantly associated (p = 0.001) with concentric LVH. Anemia was found to
be associated with LVD (p = 0.033). In multivariable logistic regression modeling (Table 4),
after controlling for age and gender, systolic hypertension sustained as the predictors for
concentric LVH whilst anemia for LVD.

DISCUSSION
This is the first study which included ESRD patients on maintenance haemodialysis in Aden,
Yemen for echocardiography study of left ventricular structure and function. Left ventricular
abnormalities are common in patients with ESRD patients. This can be manifested as LV
hypertrophy, LV dilatation and LV systolic dysfunction. According to this study, a significant
number of patients (97.14%) manifested different echocardiography abnormalities. Left
ventricular hypertrophy [concentric (40%), eccentric (45.7%)] and LV dilatation (38.1%) may
be associated with pressure and volume/flow overload in a form of hypertension, anaemia,
arteriovenous fistula and sodium and water retention (15, 16). Studies showed that higher
systolic and diastolic blood pressure and interdialysis weight gain is strongly related to higher
LVMI.
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In some hemodialysis patients LVD in response to chronic volume/flow overload is an
independent factor for progressive LV hypertrophy (17). Some studies show that volume
control, a predictor of increasing systolic blood pressure, lead to regression of LVH (16, 18).
In the present study, concentric LV hypertrophy was only significantly associated with
systolic hypertension consistent with a study that found progressive LV hypertrophy in
haemodialysis patients associated with hypertension but not to other risk factors including
anaemia(19). According to this research, anaemia, was not significantly correlated with
LVH, which is inconsistent with other study (20).
Additionally, our study showed that LV dilatation with compensatory hypertrophy and
normal systolic function is present in 40 (38.1%) of haemodialysis patients. Anaemia was a
significant risk factor. A study by Thanakitcharu et al (21) demonstrated a significant
regression in LVVI and reduction in LVMI in anaemia treated haemodialysis patients. Other
risk factors for volume/flow overload and LV dilatation including AV fistula and rate of
blood flow through it, were not assessed, and interdialytic fluid retention was not measured
for the study group.
Like the present study, limitation of dialysis hours to only 8 weekly by receiving two
days instead of three days per week of hemodialysis session, retention of salt and fluids in
inter-dialysis period (22) and A-V fistula may expose haemodialysis patient to volume
overload and lastly to cardiovascular events. Our patients received only twice a week
haemodialysis session (a total of 6-8 hours/week), which may have more fluctuation of body
fluids than more frequent one which as is the case by other study(9) and blood flow through
AV fistula not studied here may limit results of this study. High flow AV fistula increases
preload volume and resulted in high output heart failure. Improvement of heart failure
symptoms occurs after precise modified banding procedure of high flow AV fistula with
mentainance of patency in transplanted patients (23). This research calls for studies to
9
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evaluate the blood flow through AV-fistula and assessment of iterdialytic fluid collection that
have impact on cardiac functions.
Left ventricular systolic dysfunction presented in 12 (11.43%) predominantly affected
by LV hypertrophy or dilatation [10 (83.33%) and 9 (75%) respectively]) and with regional or
global wall hypokinesia (decreased LV contractility). Progressive LVH is associated with
cardiac failure in most dialysis patients. Documented myocardial infarction was seen in
7(6.67%) of all patients and only one patient underwent coronary angioplasty. Uremic
cardiomyopathy also could be a cause of systolic dysfunction due to anti-inotropic effect of
uremic toxins. A study by Surry et al demonstrated reduction in serum level of the nondialyzed uremic toxin, indoxyl sulphate by administration of oral absorbant substance, leads
to reduction of cardiac fibrosis of patients with chronic kidney disease (24). In a related
development, 83.33% of patients with impaired LV systolic function in this study were antihepatitis C virus sero-positive. HCV is known to produce different cardiovascular diseases
including dilated and hypertrophic cardiomyopathy and systolic and diastolic dysfunction
(25).
According to this study, LV diastolic dysfunction was predominant among ESRD
patients (48.57%). In one study that used novel echo-measurement, higher prevalence of LV
diastolic dysfunction was found (48% vs. 39%) compared to more conventional one (26).
Diastolic dysfunction may be the cause of heart failure with normal systolic function in a
large number of haemodialysis patients and is the cause of morbidity and mortality(26). Heart
valve calcification was observed in 46 (43.81%) and valve dysfunction was seen in 52
patients (49.52%) of study group which is in accordance with other studies(27, 28) Calcium
deposit, atherosclerosis and other traditional as well as uremia related risk factors may play a
role.
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Study limitations
This study has some limitations. Abnormal echocardiography findings of left ventricle in this
group of population may not reflect a cause effect relationship because of cross-section design
of this study. Also, this was a healthcare based study, and the results cannot be generalized to
general population. In this study coronary artery disease was not significantly associated with
left ventricular disorders. This is may be explained by the fact that most of CAD occurs at
micro-arterial circulation. In addition the presence of diastolic heart failure in this group of
patients was not mentioned as clinical examination was not the subject of this study.
However, the findings of this study make some sense that ESRD patients manifest a variety of
left ventricular structural and functional disorders and its significant association with systolic
hypertension and anaemia. As the patient were assessed during the haemodialysis period, the
authors of this study feel that haemodialysis services need to be improved to facilitate follow
up of the patient serially with echo-study starting at initiation of dialysis and at least biannually thereafter in order to get a clear cardiac prognostic window about patient’s
evaluation in relation to end stage renal diseases.

CONCLUSION
The present study shows high prevalence of left ventricular echo-cardio-graphic abnormalities
in patients of ESRD on maintenance haemodialysis. Left Ventricle (LV) hypertrophy occurs
more frequently and only significantly related to systolic hypertension while LV dilatation
significantly associated with anaemia. This study calls for further research to identify other
important factors with great impact on cardiac status of ESRD patients on haemodialysis
program.
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Table 1: Characteristics and aspects of haemodialysis amongst ESRD patients (n=105)
Variables
Age/year
Gender
Male
Female
Education
Illiterate
Primary and secondary school education
University undergraduate
Emplyment status
Employed
Unemployed
Marital status
Married
Other status
Body Mass Index
Duration (months) of haemodialysis
Access
Arterio-venous fistula
Other ( permenant cathether & graft)
Health conditions
Arterial hypertension
Diabetes mellitus
Polycystic kidney
Pyelonephritis
Glomerulonephitis
Nephrotic syndrome
Unknown
Obstructive uropathy
Artial hypertension and diabetes
Other causes (e.g postpartum hemorrhage)

N (%), Mean ±SD or Median
(range)
47.09 ±12.96
71 (67.6)
34 (32.4)
19 (18.1)
61 (58.1)
25 (23.8)
36 (34.2)
69 (65.7)
82 (78.1)
23 (21.9)
22.00 (14.5-35.61)
58.60 ±41
103 (98.10)
2 (1.90)
32 (30.5)
5 (4.8)
11 (10.0)
8 (7.6)
6 (5.7)
1 (1.0)
6 (5.7)
9 (8.6)
13 (12.4)
14 (13.3)
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Table 2: Echocardiographic findings amongst ESRD patients and different echo-abnormalities
(n=105)

Variables
Mean ±SD
Left ventricular dimension in end diastole (LVIDd)
50.70±7.75
Left ventricular dimension in end systole (LVIDs)
33.70±8.16
Interventricular septum in diastole (IVSd)
13.40±2.96
Posterior wall thickness in diastole (PWd)
10.29±1.95
Left ventricular volume index (LVVI)
92.74±39.36
Left ventricular mass index (LVMI)
152.17±46.43
Fraction shortening (FS)
32.31±6.48
Number and Percentage of patients with different echocardiographic abnormalities N
(%)
Left ventricle concentric hypertrophy
42 (40)
Left ventricle eccentric hypertrophy
48 (45.7)
Left ventricular dilatation
40 (38.1)
Left ventricle systolic dysfunction
12 (11.43)
Left ventricle diastolic dysfunction
51 (48.57)
Valve dysfunction: stenosis & or incompetence
52 (49.52)
Mitral
25(23.8)
Aortic
7 (6.7)
Mitral and aortic
20 (19)
All dimensions (Mean±SD) in echocardiographic measurements were in millimetres

Table 3: Left ventricle echo-abnormalities among diabetic and hypertensive patients
Whole sample DM
Echo-abnormalities
N (%)
N (%)
LV concentric hypertrophy
42 (40.0)
2 (4.7)
Systolic dysfunction
12 (11.43)
2 (16.67)
LV Diastolic dysfunction
51 (48.57)
3 (5.88)
DM= diabetes mellitus; AHT= arterial hypertension

AHT
N (%)
14(33.33)
1(8.33)
18(35.29)

DM & AHT
N (%)
9 (21.43)
11(21.56)
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Table 4: Adjusted factors associated with concentric LVH and LVD in ESRD patients
Explanatory variables

AOR (95% CI)*

P-value

0.99 (0.96-1.03)

.868

Concentric LVH

Age
Gender
Female

1

Male

1.17 (0.47-2.90)

.737

Systolic hypertension
No (systolic BP<140mmhg )

1

Yes (systolic BP ≥140mmhg)

4.60 (1.89-11.21)

.001

1.00 (0.97-1.03)

.979

Left ventricle dilation
Age
Gender
Female

1

Male

2.21 (0.87-5.62)

.095

Anemia
No (HB ≥ 9)

1

Yes(HB < 9)

2.43 (1.07-5.54)

.034

*AOR (95% CI) = adjusted odd ratio and 95% confidence interval
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